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Annual General Meeting of Shareholders No. 1/2018 

Sabina Public Company Limited 

  

               Held at branch of company, 7th  floor, room 702, 12 Arunammarin Road, Khweng Arunammarin,  Khet Bangkoknoi, 

Bangkok, on Thursday April 9, 2018, at 2.00 pm 

  

Preliminary Proceeding  

               45   shareholders were present in person with  274,290,207  shares and another   146  shareholders attended the 

Meeting by proxy, with   21,334,833  shares making a total of  191  shareholders present in person and by proxy with a total 

of   295,625,040   shares, This is equal to    85.07  % of the total 347,500,000 shares issued and paid-up share capital. A 

quorum was therefore established in accordance with the Articles of Association no. 33 that shareholders must attend not less 

than 25 persons or not less than half of total shareholders and have not less than one-third of the total issued and paid-up 

shares. 

               Mr.Viroj Thanalongkorn Chairman of the board of directors presided as chairman of the meeting (the Chairman) 

After declaring the Meeting open, the Chairman assigned Mr.Bunchai  Punturaumporn  Chief Executive Officers to continue 

operating the meeting. 

               Accordingly, Mr.Bunchai  Punturaumporn  introduced directors, executive Officers of  SABINA and auditors. 

 

               Directors present 

               1.   Mr.Viroj                         Thanalongkorn   Chairman of the Board of  Director 

               2.   Mr.Bunchai                 Punturaumporn   Chief Executive Officers and  Nomination and   

                      Remuneration Committee 

               3.   Miss.Rawewan             Piyayopanakul    Independent Director , Chairman of the Audit Committee  

       and Nomination and Remuneration Committee 

               4.   Mr.Somchai                   Vanavit                  Independent Director , Audit Committee and Chairman of 

       the Nomination and Remuneration Committee       

               5.   Mr.Yuthana                   Adipath                 Independent Director, Audit Committee and Nomination  

       and Remuneration Committee 

         6.   Mr.Chakkris                  Uthayoplas           Independent Director 
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               7.   Mr. Somkid                    Pardungkiattisak    Director                                                                                                          

               8.   Miss.Somsri                  Sriprathumruk     Director 

         9.      Miss Vachirawan         Yamri                     Director 

             List of absent members 

               1.         Mrs.Suchanya               Thanalongkorn   Director 

 There are 90% of the committees who participated in the meeting. 

   Executive Officers present 

                1.  Miss.Vaja                    Muktoo                 Company Secretary               

               Auditors from the office of A.M.T. Associate who were the witness  of  counting  votes in the meeting. 

               Auditors present 

               1.   Mr.Chaiyuth                  Angsuwittaya      representative of Auditor 

              Accordingly, Mr.Bunchai  Punturaumporn  Chief executive Officers informed to shareholders that 

                         1.   The documents distributed at the meeting were posted on SABINA website and informed to the Stock 

Exchange of Thailand since March 6, 2018 the company were posted on SABINA website invited shareholders to propose 

agenda  of  2018 Annual General Meeting of shareholders and named of qualified candidates to the nominated for election as 

the company board of directors from October 18, 2017 to December 31, 2017. It appeared that no shareholders to propose 

agenda 2018 Annual General Meeting of shareholders and named of qualified candidates to the nominated for election as the 

company board of directors. 

                        2.   Before adopting a resolution regarding a matter on the agenda, the shareholders would have an 

opportunity to ask questions, express opinions and make suggestions in an appropriate manner. Any shareholder wishing to 

ask a question should first introduce himself or herself to the meeting. 

                         3.  The voting  procedures  were made by disclosure. Shareholders could vote by “Approved”, 

“Disapproved”, “Abstained” in  each  agenda . The voting procedures to be in accordance with the rule of good corporate 

governance of  the Stock Exchange of  Thailand and the Articles of Association with stipulate that 

                                 1)  One share for one vote. 

                                 2) Shareholders  attended  the meeting by themselves or by proxies which used proxy 

form A and  B could not separate the votes. 

                                 3)   Proxy that shareholders voted in the proxy form, the company would collected, recorded and 

counted that votes for the future. So shareholders did not marking the ballet cards.           
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The number of votes had to be equal to the number of shares which the shareholder or the proxy grantor held, In 

each agenda, the chairman would asked shareholders that who disapproved or abstained. The shareholders could vote by 

marking the ballot cards distributed at the registration desk and signed their name, Only Numbers of Disapproved or 

Abstained votes would be counted, those voting disapproved or abstained from voting must show their hands so that the 

scrutineers could collect their ballot cards. The total number of votes disapproved and abstained would then be deduced from 

the total number of votes cast by the shareholders present at the meeting. The balance would be treat as the number of votes in 

favor of the relevant matter. 

In case of no shareholders showed their hands to disapproved or abstained or if the majority of votes was in favor of 

that matter and the voting was in accordance with the Articles of Association, then the Meeting would be regarded as having 

authorized or approved that matter. 

At the end of the Meeting, all shareholders must return their ballot cards to the scrutineers as SABINA would keep 

them for further reference. Except for Agenda 5 regarding the election of directors to replaced those who are due to retire by 

rotation, the ballot cards representing the votes disapproved and abstained would be collected first and then these representing 

the votes approved. For the appointment of directors, the shareholders must vote on each nominated candidate on an 

individual basis.      

After opened the meeting, these were additional shareholders and proxies to attend the meeting, shareholders and 

proxies had the right to vote for the rest agenda. The company would count the vote of shareholders and proxies who attended 

between the meeting to the quorum for recorded in the minutes. 

In case of shareholders who absented in the meeting room in such agendas and wanted to keep their rights, please 

voted by marking the ballet cards and returned their ballet cards to the scrutineers for  counted their votes when reached that 

agendas. 

The resolution would showed for the meeting after finished voting in each agenda. 

After explaining the voting procedures, Chief  Executive officers asked shareholders that who wished to asked 

questions. 

When nobody asked Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn Chief Executive Officers proceeded on the following agenda. 

Agenda 1     To certify the minutes of the Annual General Meeting of Shareholder No.1/2017 held on April 10,  

  2017 

Chief Executive Officers noted that SABINA had distributed the minutes of Annual General Meeting of 

shareholders no. 1/2017, held on April 10, 2017 to all shareholders, together with the convening notice for this Meeting. The 
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minutes of the 1/2017 were also posted on SABINA website, The board of directors approved the minutes and deemed that it 

was properly recorded. Chief  Executive  Officers asked shareholders that who wished to ask questions. 

Nobody proposed any comment, so consented to propose to the shareholders for approve the minutes.   

The Meeting approved as the following 

Approved    295,625,040   shares,     equivalent to 100 % 

Disapproved          0   shares,       equivalent to  0 % 

Abstained               0   shares,       equivalent to  0 % 

Invalid ballots       0   shares,       equivalent to  0 %  

of  the total votes of shareholders attending the meeting and having the right to vote                                  

Agenda 2     To acknowledge the reports of the Company’s operating results for the year ended December  

  31, 2017. 

Chief Executive Officers noted that SABINA had distributed the 2017 Annual Report to all shareholders for 

information, together with the convening notice for this Meeting, and to summarize additional key information on SABINA’s 

performance. Finally the Shareholders would have an opportunity to ask Questions. 

Chief Executive Officers noted that in 2017 SABINA and its subsidiaries had the total revenue of 2,679 million 

Baht with a total profit of 243 million Baht, higher than 2016 which had the total profit of 175 million Baht. It was the result 

of domestic sales, brand sales, OEM sales and exports. The total revenue of 2017 was 2,679 million Baht higher than 2,397 

million Baht of 2016 and 2,307 million Baht of 2015. The company saw a higher growth in 2017, compared to that of 2016 

and 2015. The sales under Sabina own brand was accounted for 91.03% while the OEM sector sales were accounted for 

8.22%. The total revenue from Sabina’s brand domestic and export sales in 2017 was 2,438 million Baht higher than 2,167 

million Baht in 2016. Total sales of OEM was 220 million Baht, slightly higher than 215 million Baht of 2016. The graph 

showed that Sabina brand had a growth of 13%, higher than 2016 that had a growth of 6% from 2015. The OEM sector 

showed the growth of 2% from 2016, on the other hand, 2016 sales were 14% lower than that of 2015. However, Sabina 

brand’s sales were increased by 92% and the OEM in the UK and Europe was increased by 8% which were 2,439 million 

Baht and 220 million Baht respectively, both grew from last year.       

The company always launching new innovative products each year. Lately, they found out that their customers tend 

to buy more comfortable underwear. Therefore, Sabina produced more of this product lines, an alternative to the existing 

Doomm Doomm series. The four main strategies have been implemented last year. First thing was the implementation of the 

new mass market product and the non-storing method which was to sell product on the online platform and through mass 
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media such as TV and improving the stock management. Moreover, the company has planned its price strategy in order to 

correspond with each target groups. The company has always been targeting kids and small-chested women. However, since 

the company started the OEM, they saw the opportunities to produce more of the bigger cup size bra. In which 2017 was the 

first year that the company started promoting larger cup size bras and got a good feedback from the customers. Although 

Sabina’s underwears were often viewed as a product that was suitable for A-Cup women, the bras for the larger cup size were 

successful when they were launched last year. Therefore, the company continued its marketing strategy and produce more 

product by focusing on the larger cup bra since the second half of the year 2017. Moreover, the consumer behavior was 

shifted. It could be seen in 2017 that there were fewer people going to the department store for shopping. The company did a 

research on consumer behavior to see what they really need so that distribution channel could be changed. Sabina would focus 

more on the online platform such as Lazada and Shopee etc., including the company’s online channel such as Line, Facebook 

and Instagram. 2017 was the first year Sabina implemented the television shopping channel and was successful.  

As for the apparel industry, the company has a large carry stock. By researching and observing its customers last 

year, the company had changed its strategies to match with the needs of the customers. It was also mentioned that the 

company was successfully decreased its inventory and has been stable for 7-8 months with the continuing growth of sales. 

The company has more than 600 product distribution points with different products and broad price ranges. Sabina’s products 

that were distributed to the up-country areas were those with a lower price. With the model that was similar to the fast fashion 

business such as Uniqlo and Zara, it made the customers feel more comfortable and easier to buy. On the other hand, the 

products on the side of the upper market were more fashionable which were not distributed to only 100 points from the total 

of 600 distribution points. Resulted in the company’s 2016 total sales increased by 4% from 2015 and now increased to 12% 

while the total profit increased by 38% compared to 2016. It was also mentioned that the Sabina brand has been granted 

award from the faculty of Commerce and Accountancy, Chulalongkorn University for 5 consecutive years. It was the result of 

their marketing strategies that should be proud of. 

 Mr. Somkid Pardungkiattisak, Financial Director, reported the company’s financial status to all as follows; 

      Financial Status for the year ended December  31, 2017 

For the year 2017, Sabina Public Company Limited and its subsidiary had total assets amount 2,387.25  million 

baht. Total Liabilities amount 491.89  million baht. Total Shareholders' equity amount 1,895.36  million baht. 
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             Operating results  for the year 2017. 

For the year 2017, Sabina Public Company Limited and its subsidiary had the total  revenue from sales & service 

amount 2,662.68  million baht which increased by 11.74% or equivalent to 279.77  million baht. This was the result from 

increasing in sales revenue of  271.84  million baht from Sabina-brand  products and decreasing  in sales revenue of OEM 

department amount 4.27  million baht 

For the year 2017, The company had cost of sales and services of 1,307.11 Million baht which increased by 182.11 

Million baht or 16.19% , Gross profit of 1,355.58 Million baht by 50.91% as a result of the company’s focus on product sales 

for subsidiary’s brand name products. 

         For the year 2017, the Company had Selling Administrative expenses & Management Remuneration of  1,066.75  

million baht which increased by  15.86  million baht or 1.51 % from the year 2016. Therefore, the company had profit before 

interest expense and income tax of  303.81 million baht which increased by 85.93  million baht or  39.44% from the year 

2016. 

          For the year 2017, the company had net profit of the company was 243.14 million baht increased by  67.47  million 

baht or  38.41% from the year 2016.The earning  per share was 0.70 baht for the year 2017.   

Analysis  ability  to profitability 

For the year 2017, the Company had gross profit amount 1,355.58 million baht which increased   by  7.76% from 

the year 2016 gross profit margin decrease was 50.91%. For the year 2016 the Company's gross profit margin was 52.79%. 

The Company had operating profit amount 288.83 million baht which increased by 39.52% from the year 2016  and 

had operating profit margin of  10.85%. 

    The Company had net profit amount 243.14 million baht, net profit margin of 7.17% which  increased by 38.14 

from the year 2016 and ROE was 13.32%. 

 Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn, Chief Executive Officer, reported on Anti-corruption policies and indicated the 

progression in the previous year as follows; 

The indispensable issue is the Anti-corruption policies which the company signed to join forces with other private 

sectors to fight against the corruption and also assigned management team of the company and subsidiaries to comply strictly. 

The policy emphasized on creating awareness of the colleagues and all management level on the disadvantage and false 

values of the corruption to develop the organization in the right way and transparent for effective audit without the risk to the 

organization. In order to prevent a certain problem, the company has strictly complied with the related regulations as he 

mentioned earlier.  
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In 2017, the Anti-corruption committee held some sessions to educate and highlight on all kinds of corruption, asked 

and informed colleagues to avoid giving and receiving any kind of gift unless any occasion between vendors. Also making 

both internal and external communications to the committees, management team, and colleagues to acknowledge and act to 

make the company running the business under the good governance and fair to all stakeholders. To define the main policy, 

including the creation of internal control system in order to prevent corruption, resulted in greater transparency, corporate 

governance, and substantial inspection.  

According to the policy, it originated a policy against corruption, including finding ways to solve and determine the 

appropriate solution for complaints coming to the company's Audit Committee and independent committee. The Company 

published policies against corruption on its website which it was one of the first companies that cooperated with the market in 

several past years. However, this annual general meeting was the first time that they talked in details because all stakeholders 

of the company, both inside and outside the organization, such as employees, suppliers bankers, malls, buyers, advertising 

agencies, and other vendors need to be created fully awareness on transparency operation. Unless the corruption issue can 

impact on the company's sustainability. Therefore, the corruption issue was a major concern, not just created the campaign for 

the outsider, they determined the team committee team to monitor especially on this issue and any clue. He mentioned that he 

did not expect much on this but it might create some awareness of avoiding giving and receiving any kind of gift during the 

New Year festival which might be in between with the feeling of respectful to elderly people or tradition. They thought that as 

the registered and member of IOD, they considered that it is the appropriate thing to do, and they also persuaded suppliers to 

be the member and to do so. 

Chief Executive Officers asked shareholders that who wished to ask questions.   

Ms. Nara Sripetch, shareholder, asked the following questions;             

Mr. Nara Sripetch stated that he was satisfied with the company’s operating results especially with the last year’s total profit 

of 175 million Baht and this year’s 243 million Baht. His first question was that has the company already met its production 

capacity or not? His second question was, what will be the impact if the government issues the minimum wage increase policy 

and what was the solution for this issue? 

Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn stated that the company has now operated at its full production capacity. The company has 

been focusing on lean production, Kaizen and 5S for many years, resulted in more space in each factory. The workforce has 

been increased from 1,400 to 1,600 and aims to reach 1,850 employees in the future. The company’s marketing strategy was 

successful, resulted in more customer feedbacks and better sales. Last year, the company decreased the production of fashion 

products and increased more on basic products such as the nude tone underwears that were the daily wear bras. The most 
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popular model was the Wireless Bra. He also added that the factory in Buriram could be expanded to accommodate the 

increase of production. Furthermore, the increase of minimum wage will have a minor impact on the company as it had been 

through the difficult time such as the increase of minimum wage to 300 Baht in 2011 and the heavy flood situation in 2012. 

Now, almost 80% of the workforce in the factories were the standing sewing process which could be reduced from using 40 

workers for a production line to only 15 workers. Now the company didn’t need as many workers as in the past, workers 

nowadays were the multi-skills workers. In the past, there were 30-40 steps for the underwear sewing process and thus, 

needed 30-40 workers. But nowadays each worker can do 3 steps of sewing and pass on to the other worker to do further 

steps. Moreover, All Sabina’s workers are the local people who had skills and were well-trained. He asked shareholders that 

who wished to ask more question.  

Mr. Sataporn Koteranurak, shareholder, asked the following question; 

Mr. Sataporn Koteranurak stated that he was very pleased with the company’s CSR activities. He saw that many activities 

showed a very good result such as the “zero accident” in workplace campaign and the waste reduction campaign. He also 

stated that he wanted the company to focus more on providing scholarship as he saw the number of funding decreased from 

last year. He asked that the has the company evaluate its brand’s value or not and what method did the company used to 

evaluate intangible assets? 

Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn stated that he was appreciated to all the CSR suggestions and he will take into consideration. 

He said the company was very proud of its waste deduction campaign. As for the campaign regarding scholarship for 

children, the company has founded Jintana Thanalongkorn foundation to fund the underprivileged children who meet the 

company’s criteria for grade 3.00. Each child will be evaluated individually by the foundation. However, in the last year, there 

were some children who could not meet the company’s criteria thus they had to terminate the support money, resulted in less 

number of funding. The foundation was seeking for more children to join its foundation, with the aim to support five more 

children each year which now there were approximately 45 children in their care. There were “Im Boon” room in each factory 

which allowed the employees to donate their clothes, shoes, books, sports equipment etc. They use the money from selling 

these stuff to support the kids in the foundation. They did not promote this campaign but it was written in the 56-1 report. As 

for the brand’s value and assets, he stated that the company needs to do due diligence which will cost a lot. The company will 

need the help from the accounting firm to evaluate the company’s brand value. Chulalongkorn has evaluated Sabina’s brand 

by using stock price and volume as its criterion for evaluation. The other 2 criterions were that the company need to have 

more than 4 stars in the 4 G and net profit growth rate. The company met the standard for more than 10 years.   
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Mr. Jittiwat Sujaritpong, shareholder, asked the following questions; 

Mr. Jittiwat Sujaritpong asked how many shift were there at the factories? 

Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn stated that there was no shift for the underwear sewing business as there was all hand-sewn 

underwear, not using the machine. The workers will have to continue working what they had left off on the other day. Unlike 

some industries that use the machine for molding and has a shift for the worker to control the machine. However, the 

company also has shift in the molding part, but not in the sewing process. If there were a chance, he would like to invite the 

shareholders to visit the factories. 

Mr. Pawaris Sukittidamrong, shareholder, asked the following questions; 

Mr. Pawaris Sukittidamrong asked about the company’s current investment that were there much investment on registered 

fund from temporary investment? Therefore, he doubted the company preparing for anything related to this investment in the 

future. Second part, since there was a negative investment fund in available for sales securities for 2 years, he wanted to know 

that what were the company invested and there was any opportunity to be positive? 

Mr. Somkid Pardungkiattisak About the 300 million Baht of temporary investment, the company did not have a specific 

decision on future action. They were the remaining liquidity. 

Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn stated that if the company still doing OEM as same as they did in the past, the accumulated 

earnings would not be left. The company used its accumulated earnings to operate its business in the countries that have three 

export advantages which were 1. A weak currency 2. Lower costs of human resources 3. Having tax privilege in Europe or the 

US which Thailand doesn’t have. The company has always been realizing this issue so that the company decided not to 

increase the number of its factory. Therefore, the company has the remaining balance for fund investment. He asked Mr. 

Pawaris to repeat the second question. 

Mr. Pawaris Sukittidamrong asked since there was a negative investment fund in available for sales securities for 2 years, 

he wanted to know that what were the company invested and there was any opportunity to be positive? 

Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn stated that it depended on the market situation as same as us here who decided to purchase 

almost all stocks today. If there were much money left, there would be more opportunity to purchase more stocks. Actually, 

the company would consider the chance but this was not the large amount and vital money. 

Mr. Pawaris Sukittidamrong asked since there were many overdue account payable entries, he doubted that what was the 

cause and the company had any plan to manage them better? 

Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn stated that this was the weakness that the company realized. Sabina sold the brand to ASEAN 

clients, so the company desired  to support clients to do Sabina brand promotion to grow in Vietnam, Philippines, and 
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Myanmar. The sales representatives from these countries requested more discount. However, the company decided to provide 

longer credit terms than more discount. Online clients got long credit terms as well.  

Mr. Pawaris Sukittidamrong asked the clients were overdue anyway? 

Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn stated yes, of course. 

Mr. Pawaris Sukittidamrong asked if the company extended the due but still overdue, so it might be the bad debt? 

Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn stated absolutely not. 

Mr. Sirisak Wongpichayawisarn asked the following questions; 

Mr. Sirisak Wongpichayawisarn stated that he saw that the company’s earnings in 2017 were tremendous growing 

compared to 2015 to 2016 which didn’t see much significant in growth. He asked if the company’s 2018 earnings will also 

have the same growth as in 2017. 

Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn stated that from 2015 to 2016, the company made the survey to find the customer insights and 

behavior. The first thing was to decrease the number of SKU and increase the production of best-selling products. The 

company’s sales department made surveys and found out what were the best-sellers from each of all 600 product distribution 

points. They analyzed the market needs which resulted in better sales and better inventory. Moreover, he mentioned that the 

company launched its new products and it was successful. Also, the distribution channel was changed to focus more on the 

online channels. There was a Customer to Customer trend, which was when the customer believes in the influencers and 

reviews much more than believe in the professional. The disadvantage of Customer to Customer were their low-quality 

products and no guarantee that the buyers will receive their orders. Sabina, the professional brand, saw the opportunity to sell 

their products and make market through the online channel which was thriving so they will continue with the same strategy 

this year.    

The chief executive officers has already answered the questions of shareholders so the meeting was called to the 

next agenda.  

Agenda 3     To consider and approve the balance sheet and income statements for year ended December 31,  

  2017 

           Chief Executive Officers noted that SABINA had brought the details of balance sheet and income statement which 

audited and signed certify by the auditor of the office of A.M.T. Associate and recommended by the Audit Committee 

published in the 2017 annual reports, which sent to all shareholders to consider together with the convening notice for this 

meeting. 
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(A shareholder with 100 shares presented during the Agenda 3 of the meeting, total of 192 shareholders, 

295,625,140 shares.) 

Chief Executive Officers asked shareholders that who wished to ask questions. 

Mr. Sataporn Koteranurak, shareholder, asked the following question; 

Mr. Sataporn Koteranurak mentioned that the allowance for obsolete inventory in the company’s financial budget report 

were equal in the last two years. He asked if they’re going be decreased.  

Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn stated that the allowance for obsolete inventory would be decreased from the change of its 

marketing strategy.  

Mr. Somkid Pardungkiattisak stated that the figure should get better if the company has a better stock management and 

improve its sales. And he suggested to consult with the auditor. 

Mr. Vaja Mookto stated that it was normal for the auditor to set the allowance for obsolete inventory as there were inventory 

in stock and there was nothing to be worried about. 

Mr.Chaiyuth Angsuwitthaya stated that KAM master was the company’s new standard which the company started 

implementing in 2016 and there were no significant changes. He also added that the inventory stocks was a significant asset to 

the company, therefore, the management of inventory was important for the company’s brand building. So that the auditor 

needed to focus especially on this issue. He told the shareholders not to worry, everything was following to the company’s 

standard. 

Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn stated that underwear products have a higher SKU than general goods as they have various 

cup sizes and colors, which might not match with the customers’ needs. He ensured that the company will improve its 

inventory and will produce the product that matched with the consumer’s needs.   

The director has already answered the questions of shareholders, so consented to propose to the shareholders for 

approve balance sheet and income statement for the year ended  December 31, 2017              

The Meeting approved as the following 

Approved      295,625,140  shares,     equivalent to         100 % 

Disapproved           0   shares,        equivalent to         0 % 

Abstained                0   shares,        equivalent to         0 % 

Invalid ballots        0   shares,        equivalent to         0 % 

of  the total votes of shareholders attending the meeting and having the right to vote 
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Agenda 4     To consider and approve the annual dividend payment and appropriation of statutory reserve for 

the year 2017    

Chief Executive Officers noted that according to the dividend payment policy stipulated that dividends shall be paid 

at the rate of not less than 40 % of net profit after deduct tax and statutory reserve. and according to Public Limited Company 

Act and the Articles of Association stipulated Net   profit of  the year 2017 for the separate financial statement were  86.14  

Million  Baht and net profit for consolidated financial statement were   234.14   Million  Baht. 

The board of directors approved and deemed that to consent to propose to the shareholders for Approve of the 

dividend payment in the amount 0.82 Baht per share ,total 347.50 million shares, totaling to 284.95 Million Baht. However, 

since the company has paid the dividend in the interim amounting 0.14 Baht per share ,total 347.50 million shares, totaling  to 

48.65  Million Baht. Therefore, the dividend shall be paid at 0.68 Baht more per share, there were 347.50 million shares, a 

total of 236.30 million Baht. According to the dividend payment policy stipulated that dividends shall be paid at the rate of 

not less than 40 % of net profit after deducting tax and statutory reserve. On April 24, 2018 determine the right of the 

shareholders to receive the dividend on May 8, 2018. 

Chief Executive Officers asked shareholders that who wished to ask questions. 

Nobody proposed any comment, so consented to propose to the shareholders for approve  the annual dividend 

payment and appropriation of statutory reserve for the year 2017.                         

The meeting approved annual dividend payment from retained earning at baht 0.82 per share will pay for 

shareholders. 

-               Approve the interim dividend payment at baht 0.14 per share on September 8, 2017 

-               Residue dividends Payment at 0.68 baht per share for whose names are in the share register book on April 24, 2018 

payment will pay on May 8, 2018. 

The Meeting approved as the following 

Approved  295,625,140    shares,   equivalent to 100 % 

Disapproved                         0    shares,       equivalent to  0 % 

Abstained                    0    shares,       equivalent to  0 % 

Invalid ballots                    0    shares,    equivalent to  0 % 

  of  the total votes of shareholders attending the meeting and having the right to vote 
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Agenda 5     To consider and approve the re-appointment of directors who retired by rotation for another term. 

Chief Executive Officers noted that according to Public Limited Company Act and the Articles of Association no 17 

stipulated that in Annual General Meeting, one-third of the Directors should be retired and the retired directors are eligible for 

re-election. Total directors are ten (10) directors in this meeting four (4) directors who are due to retry as follows:- 

                                1.  Mr.Viroj     Thanalongkorn Director 

                                2.  Mr.Somkid      Pardungkiattisak Director  

 3. Mr.Somchai  Vanavit  Independent Director, Audit Committee  and  Chairman  

     of the Nomination and Remuneration Commitee   

4. Mr.Chakkris        Uthayoplas             Independent Director 

to the company invited the shareholders to propose agenda of 2018 Annual Generate Meeting of shareholders and name of 

qualified candidates to the nominated for election as the company board of directors from October 18, 2017 to December 31, 

2017. It appeared that no shareholders to propose agenda of  2018 Annual Generate Meeting of shareholders and named of 

qualified candidates to the nominated for election as the company board of directors 

The selection director of company is not approved by The Nominating Committee because the company doesn’t 

appoint the Nominating Committee. The board of directors, have considered various qualifications and been of the opinion 

that all four (4) persons, qualifications are not against the prohibitions directors pursuant of   the Public Company Limited Act 

and Regulation of Securities and Exchange Committee and The Stock Exchange of  Thailand, knowledgeable, capable, 

transparency and experience that will benefit to the company in operating business. 

The  resume of  3 directors had distributed to all shareholders with the conversing notice for this meeting, 

attachment 3. 

(A shareholder with 100 shares presented during the Agenda 5 of the meeting, a total of 193 shareholders, 

295,625,240 shares.) 

  

Chief Executive Officers asked shareholders that who wished to ask questions. 

Nobody proposed any comment, so consented to propose to the shareholders for approve the re-appointment of 

directors who retired to rotation for another term. 

The Meeting resolved to approve to re-appointment of the four directors who retired by rotation for another term as 

the following. 
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Name 
Approved Disapproved Abstained Invalid ballots 

Share % share % Share % Share % 

1.  Mr.Viroj  Thanalongkorn     295,625,240 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2.  Mr. Somkid Pardungkiattisak 295,625,240 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3.  Mr.Somchai  Vanavit 295,624,740 100 500 0 0 0 0 0 

4. Mr.Chakkris   Uthayoplas 295,625,240 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 

of  the total vote of shareholders attended the meeting and having the right to vote.  While appointment Mr.Somchai 

Vanavit as the Independent Director too. 

Agenda 6     To consider and approve the directors’ remuneration  

                            Chief  Executive Officer  noted that for the good corporate governance and not to be conflict of interest, 

                        - Mr.Viroj                    Thanalongkorn 

                        - Mr.Bunchai              Punturaumporn                                                                                                                             

      -    Mr. Somkid                Pardungkiattisak   

                        - Miss Somsri             Sriprathumruk      

                        - Miss Vachirawan    Yamsri 

              Who was interested persons and had not been right to vote. 

In this agenda, Chief  Executive Officer invited Miss Rawewan Piyayopanakul, Chairman of  the Audit Committee 

continuing operated the meeting. So 5 directors walked out from the meeting room. 

Chairman of  the Audit Committee noted that according to the Public Company Limited Act and the Articles of  

Association, stipulated that the Annual General Meeting to consider and approve the directors’ remuneration. The Annual 

General Meeting had approved that the basic remuneration equals for each directors and responsibilities remuneration for 

another assignment and pension as follows: 

Title remuneration (Baht/month) 

Chairman of  the Board of  Directors  30,000 

Chairman of  the Audit Committee 5,000 

Chairman of  the Board of  Management  5,000 

Board of  Directors 10,000 

Audit Committee 5,000 

Board of Management 5,000 
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Pension defined as not more than 3 million baht. To be paid quarterly. Ad shall have the power allocation share 

among themselves and determine. 

In year 2017 the company paid audit committee’s remuneration Baht 240,000 ,board of director’s remuneration baht 

1,560,000  , pension  baht   1,840,000  and board of management’s remuneration baht 300,000. 

The directors’ remuneration is approved by the Remuneration Committee the board of directors by comparing with 

the same industry extension of business and  operating results, authority, duty and responsibility. 

Being consented to propose to the shareholders for approve the directors’ remuneration equal to year 2018  as 

follows: 

 

Remuneration 2018 2017 

1.Directors’ remuneration 

  - Chairman of the Board of Directors 

  - Board of  Directors 

  - pension for each quarter 

  

30,000Baht/person/month 

10,000Baht/person/month                               

Not  exceeding  4 Million Baht per year,  

payment  for each quarter and the 

authority of the board of directors  in 

determining the amount of remuneration 

payable to  each director 

  

30,000Baht/person/month 

10,000Baht/person/month 

Not  exceeding  3 Million Baht per year,  

payment  for each quarter and the 

authority of the board of directors  in 

determining the amount of remuneration 

payable to  each director 

2. Audit committee’s remuneration 

  - chairman of the audit committee 

  - audit committee 

  

5,000 Baht /person/month 

5,000 Baht /person/month 

  

5,000 Baht /person/month 

5,000 Baht /person/month 

3. Board of  Management’s remuneration 

 - Chairman of  the board of Management 

 - Board of  Management 

  

5,000 Baht /person/month 

5,000 Baht /person/month 

  

5,000 Baht /person/month 

5,000 Baht /person/month 
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Chairman of  the Audit Committee asked shareholders that who wished to ask questions. 

  Nobody proposed any comment, so consented to propose to the shareholders for approve the director ’s 

remuneration for the year 2018. 

The Meeting approved as the following 

Approved    36,353,240    shares,    equivalent to 100 % 

Disapproved            0   shares,    equivalent to     0 % 

Abstained                 0   shares,     equivalent to       0 % 

Invalid ballots         0   shares,   equivalent to                   0 % 

 

of  the total votes of shareholders attended the meeting and having the right to vote. Which more than two-third of 

shareholders who had the right to vote 36,353,240  shares.  (did not count  the votes of  interested persons amount 

259,272,000 shares) 

After that chairman of  the Audit Committee invited 5 directors attended to the meeting for the  rest agenda. 

 

Agenda 7     To consider and approve to appointment the auditor and the auditor’s remuneration. 

Chief Executive Officers noted that according to the Public Company Limited Act and the Articles of  Association, 

stipulated that the Annual General Meeting to consider and approve to appointment the auditor and the auditor’s 

remuneration. The Company can appoint the same auditor for five years continuously and can appoint new auditor who are in 

the same office with old auditor. 

In year 2017 the Annual General Meeting had appointed professor as follows: 

1. Professor Kesaree  Narongdej, CPA Licence No.76 and/or not signed to certified the company’s financial 

statement and certified affiliated company’s financial statement as Sabina Fareast for a period of 5 years ) 

and/or  

2. Mrs. Natsarak Sarojchanunjeen CPA Licence No.4563 and/or (signed to certified the company’s financial 

statement for 2015-2016 for 2 year’s and signed to certified affiliated company’s financial statement as 

Sabina Fareast for 2016) 

3. Mr.Chaiyuth Angsuwittaya CPA Licence No.3885 and/or (signed to certified affiliated company’s 

financial statement as Sabina Fareast for 2017) 

               from the office of A.M.T Associate as the company’s auditor. 

http://dict.longdo.com/search/remuneration
http://dict.longdo.com/search/remuneration
http://dict.longdo.com/search/remuneration
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In year 2017 the auditor’s remuneration was Baht 960,000.-   

  The Audit Committee selected auditor from auditor ’s result , continuous of auditing, reports,  co-ordinator and 

auditor ’s remuneration. The Board agreed with the Audit Committee’s recommendation to consented to propose to the 

shareholders for approve to re-appointment as follow: 

1. Mrs. Natsarak    Sarojchanunjeen CPA Licence No.4563 and/or 

2. Mr.Chaiyuth     Angsuwittaya    CPA Licence No.3885 and/or from the office of A.M.T Associate as the 

company’s auditor re-appointed 

The auditors from the officer of A.M.T Associate can work appropriate, standardize, professional in auditing, 

appropriate auditor’s remuneration, independent  and have no relation or no gain and loss with the company/ affiliated 

company/executives/ major shareholders or the connected persons, and approve the auditor’s remuneration of the company 

and acknowledge the auditor’s remuneration of  affiliated company as follows: 

 

                                                     Unit : Baht 

Audit fees 2018  2017 

Sabina Public Co., Ltd 960,000 960,000 

1 Subsidiary 690,000 690,000 

Other expenses such as travel expenses, postage, fax charges, etc. Paid by the actual 

amount paid 

Paid by the actual 

amount paid 

 

 Chief  Executive Officers asked shareholders that who wished to ask questions. 

  Nobody proposed any comment, So consented to propose to the shareholders for approve to appointment the auditor 

and the auditor's remuneration.  

The Meeting approved to appointment the auditor and the auditor’s remuneration. 

The Meeting approved as the following 

Approved       295,625,240  shares,   equivalent to  100 % 

Disapproved             0      shares,   equivalent to      0 % 

Abstained                  0      shares,   equivalent to      0 % 

Invalid ballots          0      shares,   equivalent to      0 % 

of the total votes of shareholders attending the meeting and having the right to vote. 

http://dict.longdo.com/search/remuneration
http://dict.longdo.com/search/remuneration
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Agenda 8     To consider other matters 

Later on, Chief Executive Officers have an opportunity to shareholders to ask questions and make suggestions. 

Mr. Sataporn Koteranurak, shareholder, asked the following question; 

Mr. Sataporn Koteranurak looked at the annual report and found that Chinese market was growing tremendously. The 

number of both export and import were doubled from the report. He asked if the company has any plan to enter the China 

market and what were the limitations of the company. 

Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn stated that the figures in the 56-1 report were average. The company imported a large number 

of products from China. One of the strategies was to sourcing rather than increasing the production, by sourcing from the 

quality guaranteed factory. Nowadays, China can produce the better-quality products than before as it can be seen that lots of 

global brands manufacture their products in China. He also mentioned that there were still a lot of people thought that 

products from China were low in quality which was not true. The truth was the global brand choose a high-standard factory 

for their productions. Sabina used the same strategy by choosing only a global-standard factory to produce its underwear. In 

the past, global brand such as La Senza from the UK and Ralph Lauren from the US used Sabina to manufacture their 

products. But now the company focused more on producing its own brand. Sabina also became a customer to its competitor 

factories in the past, by buying QC products from them. The company was now testing its product with the modern trade 

which was the next step of its strategy. In the next step, the company was going to focus more on product sourcing in this near 

future. 

Mr. Pawaris Sukittidamrong asked the following questions;  

Mr. Pawaris Sukittidamrong asked about the direction and proportion of the company’s brand and OEM in the future. 

Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn stated that the company has set the goal of proportion between own brand and OEM at 80:20. 

The company’s OEM customer were mostly in the UK which can afford Sabina factory’s higher price but also higher in 

quality than the other factories. Now the total sales of OEM was at 220 million Baht but he hoped to reach 500 million Baht 

which was the highest profit they can make, higher than that will cause a higher cost. He concluded that the will continue 

doing OEM which took around 20% of all production.  

Mr. Pawaris Sukittidamrong asked that if the OEM production will increase in 8 years, the company will produce less own 

brand product or not.  

Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn answered that it does not mean that the production volume will decrease but the proportion 

will vary along with the growth rate. The target was to make OEM grow more than 20% from last year.  
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Mr. Pawaris Sukittidamrong asked if the company OEM’s goal was to gain production methods and fashion trends KNOW-

HOW from foreign countries. 

Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn responded to the questioned that it was true. One of the reasons that the company still doing 

OEM was to follow the global fashion trend. In the past, the proportion of OEM was at 90% and there were around 40 

customers but now there were around 15 customers. He mentioned that now they trade in Pound Sterling and Euro so the 

company does not have to take the risk in currency volatility. On the other hand, the USD was rather weak compared to other 

currencies thus there was less trade in USD. However, the company used the USD currency when sourcing products. 

Mr. Pawaris Sukittidamrong asked how long does the underwear trend last and was it similar to the clothing trend which 

can be changed easily. 

Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn stated that there was a global trend of the underwear industry. France was the trend leader in 

this industry, there was the exhibition held in Paris twice a year. The underwear trend in this last few years was Back to Basic 

which focused on a simple and comfortable underwear. However, some companies in Thailand might now follow the global 

trend but Sabina did. Now Sabina was focusing on the Basic Bra rather than the Fashion Bra which also benefit the company 

in terms of inventory management. They would continue following this trend and there was a team who looking after this 

issue.      

Mr. Pawaris Sukittidamrong asked about the company’s inventory management system. He wanted to know that they were 

doing fix stock or not. 

Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn answered that there were 2 broad types of products. The first type was the Back to Basic bra 

which was the plain color bra. This kind of product has a long product life cycle, it could be sold for 10 more years as it was 

easy to sell and customer will always buy. The second type was the fashion bra. The company will evaluate the sales of this 

type of bra every 4-5 months and will adjust to be value price or budget price.  

Mr. Pawaris Sukittidamrong asked about the company’s SG&A target in percentage compared to total sales. 

Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn stated that the company set the revenue growth at 15%, over 30% growth for net profit and 

marketing growth at 4% of total sales. 

Mr. Nara Sripetch, shareholder, asked the following questions;  

Mr. Nara Sripetch stated that 1. The investment of 370 million Baht in the funds should be invested in other business that 

gives a higher return on investment. 2. He asked that when will the Buriram factory operate and how will the company invest, 
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by bank loan or company’s own investment. 3. He asked in how many years will the company increase its employees to 

1,850.    

Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn responded to the third question first. He stated that the company will increase the number of 

employee up to 1,850 by this September. Regarding the Buriram factory, the company has been operating this factory for 5 

years by renting factories at Lam Plai Mat District and Nangrong District from Mr. Mechai Werawaitaya. Now there were 

more than 10 factories that were still available and he planned to use those factories in the future if the company could find 

more human resources.   

Mr. Nara Sripetch asked about the trend of product for elder in Thailand that what will the company do with this trend and 

will there be some change in designs? 

Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn stated that the product trend will always change to match with the consumer behavior. 

Customer who were elder and were in their retirement usually spend their time at home so the company’s strategy was to 

market through mass media such as TV ads. Moreover, the product of for elder needed to be a product that was comfortable to 

wear such as the soft-cup bras. However, they found out the not only the elder who like the soft-cup bras, the younger 

customer also like them. 

Mr. Nara Sripetch He stated that he saw that there was tremendous growth in the underwear industry, which was not only 

Sabina but also its competitors. Therefore, he asked about how and what method will the company use to compete with its 

competitor, Wacoal.  

Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn answered that in this past 10 years, Sabina position itself with the small cup bras such as the 

Doomm Doomm bra series. It was not easy for the company who focused on the OEM since 1995 to make its own brand but 

later on the company could determine the positioning of its brand. However, the company realized that if they still hold on to 

the same position, the sales will not increase. Therefore, the company has produced a product for a bigger cup consumer such 

as the Wireless bra and the Perfect Bra. He also stated that Sabina was ranked in number 1 for the Thai brand bra company. 

The other competitor brands were global brand such as Wacoal from Japan and Triumph from Germany. Sabina was the only 

Thai brand which can complete in this industry. Also, it was good because the customers were the one who was benefited 

from this market competition.    

Mr. Nara Sripetch mentioned that Sabina’s has a low stock liquidity. He asked that will the company do stock split to 

improve stock liquidity and to attract more investors. 
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Mr. Bunchai Punturaumporn stated that it was one of the company’s IR strategy. The company had never participate in the 

Opportunity Day event before but they have planned to participate in this Q1.  

The Chief Executive Officers has already answered the questions of shareholders, , Chief Executive Officers invited 

the Chairman closed the Meeting. 

The Chairman noted that, The resolution of each agenda had been presented to shareholders, I as a representation of 

the Board, would like to thanks all shareholders who are present at this Meeting. 

The Chairman asked all shareholders to please complete and return the ballot cards to the officials at the exit of the 

meeting room. The Chairman now declare the meeting adjourned. 

 

 

 

 

                               

The Meeting closed at  3.45 pm. 

  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                    ....................................................................... 

                                                                                                                           (Mr.Viroj    Thanalongkorn) 

                 Chairman of the Meeting 

  

  

                          ................................................................. 

             (Miss Vaja Muktoo) 

             Company Secretary 

 


